
ADDENDUM - 02 TO RAVIS BID DOCUMENT dt.14.12.2020 

S.No Clause No Existing description in Addendum 01 Updated Description in Addendum 02 

1 GCC 6.2 

 
Work Experience for contract of RAVIS:- 
Work Experience of having completed similar works 
during last 7 years, either in India or outside India or 
both, ending last day of the previous month to which 
the tender is published. 
Similar work means “Design, supply, installation, testing 
& commissioning and warranty support for audio visual 
passenger information display system or broadcasting 
audio visual advertisements display system in a network 
within buses/trains/ aircrafts/ hotels/ airports/ railway 
stations/ bus stations /in any commercial location" 
and 
i. Three similar completed works in total costing not less 
than 6.24 Cr INR. 
(or) 
ii. Two similar completed works in total costing not less 
than 7.8 Cr INR. 
(or) 
iii. One similar completed work in total costing not less 
than 12.48 Cr INR. 
 
Note: The concept and technology mentioned in the 
Technical Specification of this RAVIS contract has to be 
implemented.  

Work Experience for contract of RAVIS:- 
Work Experience of having successfully completed similar works 
during last 7 years, ending last day of the month previous to the one 
in which bid applications are invited should be one of the following: 
 
i. Three similar completed works with each work costing not less than 
6.24 Cr INR. 
(or) 
ii. Two similar completed works with each work costing not less than 
7.8 Cr INR. 
(or) 
iii. One similar completed work costing not less than 12.48 Cr INR. 
 
Here, Similar work means “Design, supply, installation, testing & 
commissioning and warranty support for audio visual passenger 
information display system or broadcasting audio visual 
advertisements display system in a network within buses/trains/ 
aircrafts/ hotels/ airports/ railway stations/ bus stations /in any 
commercial location" 
 
Note: The concept and technology mentioned in the Technical 
Specification of this RAVIS contract has to be implemented.  

 


